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The 3 card reading
VIDEO SUMMARY



The 3 card reading
Video 5:

First card is the most important card because it anchors the entire subject for  
the reading

Anchor card is like an iceberg - you’re seeing the top of the iceberg but it has a vast 
amount of information underneath

All the treasure is underneath the surface

You get enough information in the first card to tell you what’s under the water

8 different versions of the first card depending on what you decide the first position is 
going to mean using pre-selected card #38 To Be Fair

 The Past - can represent balance, alignment, fairness, disputes settled in your  
 favor. Something you’re already coming from, something that’s already occurred, 
 already known about, even reflect something you may not 100 percent know about 
 but should give you a foundation for where you’re heading next with  
 your next card

 Current Situation - you’re looking at the now so it’s reflective of where you are 
 now. What is fairness now? What is your situation now? Are you striving for 
 fairness? Are you in balance? Looking for balance? It’s going to describe your now.
 View cards message as being that you’re in the process of creating balance.

 Self - means it’s about ‘me’ being balanced, being a negotiator, being in-between 
 something or someone because it’s about balance. In some kind of relationship.  
 Fairness = might be about me, bringing balance to myself, expressing fairness to
 others or being in-between because there’s the 2 balancing scales on the card.

 What have I missed? - would indicate having missed the balance, missed the justice
 of things, and an opportunity to bring something into balance

 What is in motion for me right now? - looking at flowing energy: in/out. Sense of 
 balance and fairness being in motion.
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 What is the nature of this story? - bringing things into balance, bringing justice to 
 the table, bringing something to a conclusion. Theme is balance, justice  
 and fairness.

 What am I resisting? - says resisting fairness. I want to be right more than  
 I want to be fair.

 What is the nature of an obstacle? - feeling the nature of the obstacle isn’t fair.

Subtle shift in what the card means when you change the nature of the position  
of the first card

When you change the quality of the question, the motive of the question, everything else 
changes. The intention changes.

8 step process of how to do a reading

 Determine a subject

 Determine your state of mind

 Get neutral

 Check your motive and bias from a neutral position

 Set the intention for the reading

 What do you need to know, what’s your theme?

 Determine structure of question and position of the cards

 Shuffle and take the first card

8 steps are followed before you even touch the cards

Brief 
OVERVIEW
This video covered the importance of the anchor card and how there are 
different versions of reading the anchor card according to the subject you’re 
starting with. There are subtle differences according to the story-in-motion.  
The video also covered the steps to prepare for a reading before you even 
touch the cards.
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